British Columbia Historical Federation

Annual Report 2017

The British Columbia Historical Federation
encourages interest in the history of British
Columbia through research, presentation, and
support in its role as an umbrella organization
for provincial historical societies

The British Columbia Historical Federation is a collective voice that encourages
interest in the history of British Columbia through research, advocacy, presentation, and support.
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President’s Report
It has been a privilege to work over the last year with a Council of diverse interests, generous with its
time and interested, always, in finding ways to serve our members and to celebrate their work, their
ingenuity, and their contributions to the communities they call home.
We know that since 1922 our members have worked hard, budgeted carefully, and brought the best of
themselves to the communities they live in through operating museums and interpretive centres, tending
historic sites, community halls, trails, and cemeteries; researching the stories that make community; and
supporting community events that honour cultural diversity. Every day, our members engage with issues
along the path to reconciliation. Your passion is our strength, and it lives equally in small communities
throughout BC as in larger centres.
Our mandate as a society is to share the wealth
of stories and documents that sustain British
Columbia’s historical community, to preserve and
mark historical sites and cultural landscapes, and to
encourage historical research and stimulate public
interest through our quarterly magazine British
Columbia History. To serve members dispersed
over the vast geography that is this province,
we have worked over the last year to continue
to improve our communication and outreach
through our website, newsletter, and our flagship
publication British Columbia History. We have
also begun to genuinely host the conversations
that will guide our work in advocacy over the
coming years.
Through our Recognition program, our Media
Prize, our W. Kaye Lamb Essay Prize and our
Book Prize Gala, this weekend celebrates the
work of many people throughout the province,
some of whom work in vibrant collaboration
creating visitor experiences, museum programs,
websites. Others work alone to gather and
synthesize information to tell stories of place
in new ways.
It has been a pleasure to serve the Federation as President over the last year, and I look
forward to continuing this work.
With respect,
K. Jane Watt
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Council members hard at work. From left to right: Shannon Bettles, K. Jane Watt, Maurice
Guibord, and Ron Hyde.

BCHF Council
K. Jane Watt, President

Maurice Guibord, 1st Vice President, Historical
Writing Chair
Shannon Bettles, 2nd Vice President, Web Master,
Recognition Chair
Sandra Martins, Secretary, Advocacy Liaison,
Conference Chair
Ken Welwood, Treasurer
Caroline Ross, Web Editor
Marie Elliott, W. Kaye Lamb Essay Scholarships
Chair
Ron Hyde, Membership Chair
Judy Lam Maxwell, Director
Gary Mitchell, Past President
Barry Gough, Honourary President

Annual General Meeting
Saturday, May 27, 2017 at 10:00am (PST)
Coast Hotel
45920 First Ave, Chilliwack, BC
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The British Columbia
Historical Federation
The British Columbia Historical Association was established on October 12,
1922 with Judge F. W. Howay named as the first president. The Association
was renamed the British Columbia Historical Federation on July 29, 1983 — a
name that better reflects its role as an umbrella organization for provincial
historical societies.
The British Columbia Historical
Federation embraces a variety
of membership classes: Member
Societies, Affiliated Members,
Associate (Individual), and Corporate Members. This mix of institutions, societies, individuals, and
corporations creates a unique
historical community that represents a broad array of historical
and heritage interests.
Members have the ability to
contribute to national and regional
discussions on historical issues.
There are opportunities to be
involved with Federation projects
at a local or provincial level and
opportunities to join committees
or become a council member.
Every year the British Columbia
Historical Federation co-hosts an
annual conference to facilitate the

fellowship of its diverse historical
community.
At our annual awards banquet,
individuals who have made significant contributions in preserving,

They can nominate individuals or
community groups for a Certificate
of Merit and submit a nomination
for the best website about British
Columbia history award.

A collective voice that encourages
interest in the history of British
Columbia through research,
presentation, and support.
researching, interpreting or writing
about the history of the province
are presented prizes for their work
at the awards banquet. Member
societies can nominate individual
members of their society for a
Certificate of Recognition and enter
the annual best newsletter contest.

The Federation promotes the
work and events of its member
societies through its website,
social media, and the BCHF News.
The Federation publishes British
Columbia History magazine four
times a year.
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Advocacy Committee
Objective: The BCHF Advocacy Committee supports BCHF members and
BCHF Council by laterally communicating advocacy matters.

From left to right: Brenda L. Smith, M. Diane Rogers, Glennis Zilm,
Sandra Martins

Committee
Records

Committee Terms
of Reference

The Committee continues to strive
to meet each month, in addition
to weekly email communication.
Meeting minutes are recorded and
available upon request. Emails
between committee members and
from BCHF members are managed
and archived.

A fourth review of the Terms of
Reference will be taken up by
Council during an April 2017
meeting. A submission form to
better facilitate the communication
of concerns will also be presented
to Council at this meeting.

Mandate: To
collaborate
and liaise with
BCHF Council
and BCHF
members
on advocacy
matters.
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Advocacy Members

Marketing

With regret, Glennis Zilm stepped down from the
Committee due to personal reasons. She served
on the Committee from May to December 2016,
and during that time contributed great insight and
perspective. Glennis is missed. The Committee has
nominated Glennis for a Certification of Appreciation, as a thank you for her tremendous service
to the Committee and BCHF. If you would like to
join the Advocacy Committee, please contact the
Committee directly.

Advocacy has had a presence in most newsletters,
and the website is up to date.

2016 AGM Resolutions
i.

Council has addressed the sending of a letter to
the Premier expressing the current woeful state
of government heritage programming.

ii. A pro-heritage campaign will be offered to
members. The Advocacy Committee is working
closely with the creation of this.
iii. Council is making 2021 and 2022 a part of all
initiatives, planning and programs.

2016 AGM
Recommendations
i.

Following recommendations that
came out of 2016 Conference
Advocacy Breakfast, Advocacy
has an enhanced presence at
this year’s Conference. We are
delighted to be on the Thursday
evening program. Along with
exploring issues of advocacy from
our member societies, the working
dinner will include a presentation
on an archaeological perspective
of Charlie Lave Cave and on the
process of Parks Canada Recognition.

ii. Committee presented recommendations at a post-conference
meeting. An advocacy session has
been written into the Conference
Manual.
iii. The development of a Toolkit will
be addressed after the Conference.

2017/18 Goals
i.

Create and deliver advocacy resources to BCHF
members.

ii. Recruit additional Advocacy Committee members.
iii. Increase awareness of the committee in general

Thank you to all who
submitted an advocacy
matter.
Respectfully submitted by the Advocacy Committee
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Conferences
This year’s conference in Chilliwack is on the path of being a tremendous
success. The work, time and effort invested by the Chilliwack Conference
Committee is commendable, and worthy of a standing ovation.
To all involved in the making of the 2017 BCHF
Annual Conference — you should be proud of your
valuable contribution in what is sure to be an
outstanding event.

In addition to the exciting program of workshops,
field trips, lectures, and banquet, the book fair social
is an opportunity to check out new and familiar
titles, and to meet BC authors.

With beautiful Chilliwack as the backdrop, Conference attendees have a wide and varying program,
meant to educate and engage with British Columbia’s
history and heritage. Her Honour, The Honourable
Judith Guichon Lieutenant Governor of BC, will
join us Friday evening for what will be a thought
provoking presentation. The exhibition Grand Theft
Terra Firma: Stories of (Re)conciliation explores
how S’ólh Téméxw — the traditional and unceded
lands of the Stó:lō (People of the River) —began
being colonized in the mid-1800s.

The invaluable input of Andrea Lister and K. Jane
Watt have been instrumental in the shaping of the
conference.
We look forward to the 2018 Conference in Arrow
Lakes. Being mindful of BC’s sesquicentennial in
2021, and BC Historical Federation’s 100th year
in 2022, discussions around preliminary planning
have taken place.
Respectfully submitted by Sandra Martins
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Historical Writing
Awards
A total of 32 publications were submitted as candidates for the 2016 Historical
Writing Awards. The recipients will be announced at the Chilliwack conference. Our congratulations go out to the authors, researchers and publishers
involved in this year’s slate of participants.
Our thanks go to the judges’ panel, composed of
Goldie Carr, Diane Rogers and Patricia Roy, for their
professionalism and diligence in determining the
awards recipients, which is never a simple task.
A special thanks goes to Goldie Carr, who retires
from the panel after numerous years of service.

We thus continue as planned, with one judge now
rotating off the panel each year.
If you are interested in serving on future panels,
please contact the Committee Chair.
Maurice Guibord, Historical Writing Chair
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Land Title and
Survey Authority
of BC
Since the last BCHF Annual General Meeting I
attended two meetings of the Land Title and
Survey Authority Stakeholder Advisory Committee
Meetings, September 16, 2016 and January 11,
2017. It is interesting to hear of progress on the
Parcel Map BC project. The new LTSA CEO Connie
Fair expressed appreciation for BCHF participation
in the client survey and for getting messages out,
for example regarding the new policy allowing some
fee exemption for non-commercial historical or
academic research projects. Members doing such
projects at LTSA offices might contact me regarding
their willingness to participate in the next client
survey in 2018.
On August 10, 2016 I met with Brad Babcook of
the LTSA and Walter Meyer zu Erpen, archivist,
regarding Preservation of LTSA’s Historic Records.
We discussed the LTSA Historic Records Inventory,
Conservation work on Provincial Field Books, the
digitization of Bound Volumes, the management
of records and access to records. Brad and Walter
have asked me to ask council if it would like to
arrange to tour the LTSA Historic Records facilities
in Victoria or New Westminster in conjunction with a
council meeting. In future we might arrange a tour
for BCHF members of the LTSA archival projects in
conjunction with our annual conference, just as we
have did in New Westminster and Kamloops.
If you would like to learn more about LTSA activities
and plans for the future go to the ltsa.ca website
for the 2017/18 to 2019/20 Business Plan.

In closing, I want to let BCHF members know that
Godfrey Archbold, the retired CEO of the LTSA,
wrote me to thank the BCHF for the certificate of
recognition awarded him at the May 2016 AGM. I
also want to acknowledge the contribution of Geoff
Plant who is stepping down as Chair of the LTSA
Board after six years. Geoff has represented the
Law Society of B.C. on the board for the past nine
years. Back in 2005 when the LTSA was being organized, Geoff Plant was the Attorney General of B.C.
He assisted the BCHF in gaining representation on
the Stakeholder Advisory Committee to the BCHF.

In future we might arrange
a tour for BCHF members
of the LTSA archival
projects in conjunction with
our annual conference,
just as we have did in
New Westminster and
Kamloops. ”
Jacqueline Gresko, BCHF representative on the LTSA
Stakeholder Advisory Committee
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Magazine
Our goal at British Columbia History is to tell British Columbia’s story from
different points in time, various points of view, and all corners of the province.
The quest for images to accompany the hard work
of our authors has taken me to collections in Russia
and New Zealand, as well as, the wonderful collections at our local archives. The downside of a solid
subscriber base has meant that our print run bumps
us up into the next price category at RBCM and has
made their images out of our budget for our covers.
The positive aspect of that adjustment has meant
that we can feature images from smaller archives
and that our Summer 2016 issue featured original
art by local artist David Lester.

its membership to the BCHF in December, they let us
know if it will be opting into the Multi-Subscription
Program. Under this program, a society can buy a
membership for each of its own dues-paying members
for the cost of $20 per subscription for each interested
member. Every society that takes advantage of this
program will receive a free ad in British Columbia
History to promote its work, its recent publications,
or upcoming events. This past year societies have
used the ads to advertise publications, scholarships,
events, and legacy funds.

We have been working with member societies on the
Multi-Subscription Program. When a society renews

We could not put the magazine together without our
dedicated staff and volunteers. This past year we
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decided to ask our volunteer team to sign a confidentiality agreement to protect our volunteers and
the Federation. The Readers Panel meets three times
a year to engage in animated conversations about
submissions while enjoying some lunch and home
baked treats. Thank you: Laura Anderson, Peter
Broznitsky, Cathy Magee, Sandra Martins, Nicole
Bishop, Erica Williams, and Anne Wyness. Thank you
to the proofing team of Ronald Greene, Cathy Magee,
and Erica Williams. Thanks also to Erica Williams for
creating the maps featured in the magazine. Finally,
thanks to designer William Glasgow for his patience
and skill at making the magazine so beautiful. Thank
you to K. Jane Watt for her invaluable advice and
guidance as the magazine liaison and president.
Together we tell stories of distilleries, canneries,
songs, patriotism, and discrimination and more. We
are proud of our flagship magazine. Our theme issue
asked the question of whether BC was Canadian before
Canada and its diverse collection of topics has been
well received. Finally, a heartfelt note of gratitude
to the authors, without whom the magazine would
not exist, and whose passion for telling the stories
of our province continue to inspire me. And, to our
subscribers, thank you for supporting the magazine
and connecting with us through your letters and emails.

“Remarkable work in
Spring Volume! The
entire content of the
magazine enriches our
understanding of our
Province. Thank you
(again).” Iona Campagnolo
Respectfully submitted,
Andrea Lister, Editor

Call for Article Proposals
Spring 2018
School Houses

Most of us have strong memories of the school buildings where we spent
a good portion of our childhood. Communities came together to build
schools just as they did community halls. One-room school houses were
followed by larger, more modern buildings, and now virtual classrooms.
Some of the old school buildings survived and have continued to serve
their community.
Our special issue of 2018 will showcase the stories of old school houses.
Contact the editor of British Columbia History at bcheditor@bchistory.ca
to submit a proposal for an article, Cabinets of Curiosity column, or back
page feature.
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96

311

Member Societies

Associate Members

Affiliated Members

Corporate Members

23

4

Membership
As of March 31, 2017 there are 434 paid up memberships with the British
Columbia Historical Federation representing 24,835 individual members.
The Federation’s membership is made up of:
• 96 Societies with dues paying members
• 23 Affiliates without dues paying members
• 311 Associates — individual members interested
in BC history and availability of group rates for
travel insurance with our Corporate member and
partner Johnson Inc.
• 4 Corporate members
All memberships receive four issues of our British
Columbia History magazine and email copy of our
bi-monthly newsletter. A portion of dues paid is
allocated to the magazine and newsletter accounts
to pay tor these items.
Member societies can receive a free subscription to
BC BookWorld newspaper (a $25 value). Member
societies can get group rates for Directors and
Officers Liability Insurance and for General Liability,
property, special events insurance, etc. through
our partnership with Mardon Insurance Brokers
Ltd. Members of member societies can also take
advantage of Johnson Inc. insurance and scholarship opportunities.
The Federation’s partnership with Johnson Inc.
continues to offer special group rates for Medoc

Member societies can get
group rates for Directors
and Officers Liability
Insurance and for General
Liability, property, special
events insurance, etc.
travel insurance and home insurance to all Associate
and individual society members.
The Federation has members in 85 communities
in British Columbia, and members in Alberta — 2,
Manitoba — 5, Ontario — 7, Quebec — 1 and USA
— 1.
Ron Hyde, Membership Chair
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Public Relations
Newsletter

Facebook

The BCHF News went completely electronic in 2017.
The PDF of the newsletter is posted to the website
and an electronic notification with a link to the PDF
on bchistory.ca and additional content is sent to
subscribers. In addition, the newsletter automatically updates Twitter and Facebook to let followers
know the newsletter has been published.

The BCHF has maintained a Facebook page since
2014. Its followers have been steadily growing. It
currently has 514 likes, a 48.5% increase from last
year. The Facebook page is a benefit to member
societies as we share their events, activities, and
triumphs. We also share BCHF news and general
BC history things of interest.

BCHF News has 607 subscribers.
The electronic newsletter is also used to send press
releases, AGM notifications, and special announcements such as the launch of the BCHF Step Up for
History 2017 provincial election outreach campaign.
I encourage our member societies and affiliated
members to share the BCHF News amongst their
members and to use the newsletter to promote
their activities and events.

Advertising
We advertise four times a year in BC BookWorld.
We advertise our Historical Book Prizes, the conference, and the magazine.
Respectfully submitted by
Andrea Lister, Newsletter Editor
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Recognition
The Recognition Committee has completed its review of award nominations
and have identified the below list of individuals for a BC Historical Federation award to be presented at the 2017 Conference.
There were many excellent candidates nominated and we very much appreciate those who have taken
the time to submit a nomination. There is no doubt a great amount of excellent work being undertaken
in the area of BC history by the Federation and throughout the province. The BCHF awards highlight a
few of these undertakings.

AWARD CLASS NAME

CITATION

Appreciation

Glennis Zilm

For her service to the BCHF Advocacy Committee

Robert D. Turner

Internationally recognized authority on British
Columbia transport history, heritage consultant and
one of BC’s premier published historians.

John Horton

Outstanding achievement and national recognition in
naval art, researching, studying and promoting BC’s
maritime history.

Bob Hayes

Long service and dedication to the Okanagan
Historical Society and in sharing and promoting the
Okanagan’s historical record through publications,
media appearances and special projects.

Jonathan Ambler

For tireless work as Program manager and Volunteer
Coordinator for the Comox Air Force Museum and
his involvement in researching and promoting BC’s
aviation history.

Merit

Recognition

Recognition

Recognition
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AWARD CLASS NAME

CITATION

Librarians of the BC
Genealogical Society,
1971— present

Recognizing the efforts of the librarians who have
created and served the BC Genealogical Society’s
library from 1971 to the present.

Sidney Allison

For his article “A Petticoat Army” that appeared in
British Columbia History, Vol. 49 No. 4 Winter 2016.

Best Website

BC Food History
Network
www.bcfoodhistory.ca

An accessible and well designed website that
promotes and archives stories related to the history
of food in British Columbia.

News and Media
Award

Vancouver Postcard
Club

October - November 2016 issue of the Club’s
Newsletter Postview.

Recognition

Anne and Philip
Yandle Best Article

On behalf of the BCHF, I would like to thank the members of the Recognition Committee for their time
and careful consideration in reviewing applicants for the awards. Committee members include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Joan Donaldson, Chilliwack, BC — Member Chilliwack Museum and Historical Society
Evelyn Johner, Chilliwack, BC — Member, Chilliwack Museum and Historical Society
Sharon Lawrence, Chilliwack, BC — Member, Chilliwack Museum and Historical Society
Nette Plant, Fort Langley, BC — Interpreter, Fort Langley National Historic Site
Joan Plant, Nanaimo, BC — Reader of BC History
Rejean Beaulieu, Vancouver, BC — Member, Société Historique Francophone de Colombie-Britannique
and Member and Burnaby Historical Society
Roxanne Salinas, Lone Butte, BC — Member, Lone Butte Historical Society
Lesley Cameron, Maple Ridge, BC — Member, Editor’s Association of Canada
Ashley Klaassen, Chilliwack, BC — Reader of BC History
Shannon Bettles, Chilliwack, BC — Manager, Agassiz-Harrison Historical Society/ BCHF
Caroline Ross, Prince George, BC — Web Editor, BCHF
Judy Lam, Vancouver, BC — Board member, BCHF
Jane Lemke, New Westminster, BC — Editor, BCMA Roundup Magazine
Mike Yusko, Popkum, BC — Member, BC Dairy Historical Society

Shannon Bettles, Recognition Chair
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Trails and Sites
Sir Alexander Mackenzie
Heritage Trail
We had an enquiry from a man who had a long
history with the Sir Alexander Mackenzie Trail who
had worked on the trail in the 70s and 80s and
taken thousands of slides in the process. He was
concerned about whether it had legal protection
and who was protecting it. He had heard that there
had been some recent encroachment onto the trail
itself. We felt the trail was extremely important to
the province and it was a good question for us to
find the answers.
The trail is protected under the Heritage and Conservation Act, 1987 and breaks down into two sections,
archaeology (pre-1846) and heritage sites and trails
(post-1846). These sections fall under four separate
branches: Heritage designation which determines if
it a heritage site, Archaeological designation which
determines if it is an archaeological site, Recreation
sites and trails (FRPA) which looks after recreational
trails and B.C. Parks which looks after trails within
the park boundaries. Native reserves are covered
on an individual basis.
In addition, there are also provisions under the
Forest Act, Forest and Range Practices Act and
modifications to other acts such as the Land Title
Act which allows endorsements to be filed on titles
for specific lands
The archaeology section is pretty straight forward
in identifying any object as a possible artifact (small
objects, buildings, cave paintings, modified trees,
etc.) but our concern was the actual 350 miles of
physical trail.

The trail has full Heritage status under the act and
is protected by a 200-meter buffer on each side.
No one can legally damage, encroach or change it
without an Alteration Permit. Because the area is so
remote, protection for it comes from the provincial
acts and regulations and from the local people who
live and travel through the area and subsequently
pass along any misgivings. The RCMP are the appropriate office to report any concerns.
If there are any changes to be made on or adjacent
to the Heritage Trail an Alteration Permit must be
acquired that is difficult to obtain. For example, a
new road or bridge crossing the trail or logging or
land clearing adjacent to the trail would require an
‘Alteration Permit’.
The trail seems well protected with ample opportunity to stop any adverse activity.

Moberly Monument
We are pleased to report that the Moberly Monument
Project which John Whittaker worked on for nearly
10 years was most successfully completed and this
innovative stainless steel edifice designed by John
Malleson of Victoria was constructed and polished
by Strait Metals of Sidney. John Whittaker and John
Malleson transported the new unit from Victoria to
see it set up on the boulders assisted by a crane
provided by the CPR. Note that the CPR rails continue
to carry most of Canada’s products through the Eagle
Pass, discovered by rail surveyor Walter Moberly.
The City of Revelstoke most generously contributed
up to $10,000 to transport and set up the three
large boulders carefully selected by John Malleson
to be the base of the Surveyor’s Tripod and Transit
dating from the Moberly era. This project has been
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underway for many years and has
needed many volunteer trips to
Revelstoke by those involved.
The Revelstoke Rail Museum
prepared the site within a secure area
and Jennifer Dunkerson arranged
the unveiling at the 2016 BCHF
Conference on May 27th which
was most successful as Jennifer
and her committee hosted this and
also arranged a most interesting
evening inside the Museum.
Besides the City of Revelstoke
funding was generously supplied
by British Columbia Historical
Federation, the Association of BC
Land Surveyors, The Land Title
and Survey Authority, the Association of Professional Engineers
and Geoscientists of BC and the
Victoria Historical Society. Jennifer
Dunkerson applied for the balance
needed to the Columbia Basin Trust
whose Lynda Lafleur of Nakusp
came through promptly.
Unfortunately Daphne Sleigh (author
of the book on Walter Moberly)
John Whittaker, John Malleson, and
Rod of Strait Metals were unable
to attend on May 27th but Claude
Maurice was able to represent
Victoria at the unveiling. Cathy
English, curator of the Revelstoke
Museum was most helpful and
everyone will remember The land
of Thundering Snow, that was an
exciting part of the Conference.
The monument was the major
project of the Historic Sites part
of our committee but we have not
forgotten Historic Trails. Perhaps
we can revisit those trails near
the 2017 completion of the Trans
Canada Trail and with today’s
improved technology be readily
accessible on the BCHF website.
Respectfully submitted,
Tom Lymbery
John Whittaker

Tom Lymbery and the Moberly Monument, May 27, 2016.
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Treasurer
We have had both a challenging and a rewarding year on the financial front.
We felt the loss of our Canadian Periodical Fund
grant keenly, and we have worked to cut cost and
streamline the production and distribution of British
Columbia History. We have appealed the decision
of CPF and submitted a grant application, results
of which are pending.
We were humbled and delighted by the legacy of
$10,000 left to us by Len McCann in his will. Len
McCann was a community worker, maritime historian, Past President of the Vancouver Historical
Society, and Curator Emeritus of the Vancouver
Maritime Museum.
We have created a new fund called the Centennial
Legacy Fund to be used for project-based items that
promote the mandates of the Federation. To honour
Len’s vision and his generosity in the historical
community with his time and knowledge, we have
determined that the McCann legacy will be the first
bequest into this fund.
We are seeking dollars to grow this account, and
we look forward to creating over the next year the
policy and program information that will allow us
to begin to make disbursements to our members
from this fund.
Respectfully submitted,
Ken Welwood

Your donation to the
Centennial Legacy Fund
will support historical
projects in the historical
community.

Len McCann at 1984 Vernon Conference. (BCHF
Archives)
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W. Kaye Lamb
Essay Scholarship
Two prizes are awarded annually to student essays relating to the history
of British Columbia. The 2016 award recipients are:

1st and 2nd Year Student

3rd and 4th Year Student

$750: to by published in British Columbia History
50.2 (Summer 2017).

$1,000 scholarship for the upper prize.

Michael Howitt – “The
Canadian Japanese War
Memorial: a Style of
Struggle.”

Crystal Fergusson –
“The Agreeable Hour:
Afternoon Tea and the
Imperial Daughters of
British Columbia
Both winners were students of Dr. Ashleigh Androsoff,
Department of History, Douglas College.
Thank you to Frances Gundry and Dr. Patricia Roy
for serving on the committee, to Niall Christie for
distributing information about the scholarship on his
list-serve, and to the BC History web team, Shannon
Bettles and Caroline Ross and editor, Andrea Lister,
for superb advertising.
Marie Elliott, Chair
W. Kaye Lamb Essay Scholarship Committee
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Website
In 2016, I moved from the role of Web Editor to the role of Webmaster with the addition of Director Caroline
Ross and her expertise in writing content for the web. I have enjoyed working in a team with Caroline
this past year — our skills complement one another and it’s great to share the load with a teammate.
Caroline is in charge of the website content, while I oversee technical aspects of the website and online
store such as updates, layout, infrastructure and security. We both have focused on making the website
more accessible and keeping content up to date and relevant.

Social Media
This year we added Twitter to our lineup of social media platforms and have promoted news items of
interest to the BC history community as well as member news and BCHF information. We have programmed
our website to automatically update Twitter and Facebook with new items when we post content. This
effort has increased the number of visitors to our website, where we hope to further inform people of
the work and programs of the BCHF.

Website statistics
The website statistics from May 2016 to April 2017 look good. There was a brief period where statistics
weren’t available from January 1 to February 28th due to a software upgrade. However, even with this
the statistics show we had 42,630 pageviews with 65.9% of the visits from new visitors and 34.1% from
returning visitors. Visitors stayed on our site for an average time of 3:06 minutes and we had an excellent bounce rate of 23.62% (the percentage of visitors who navigate away from the site after viewing
only one page — 50% is typical). Statistics also show that the majority of visits came from Vancouverites
with Victorians close behind.
Shannon Bettles, Webmaster

42,630 pageviews
with 65.9% of the
visits from new
visitors.
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Website — Content
As Web Editor, it is my role to oversee the content on our website (www.
bchistory.ca). I have the pleasure of working alongside Shannon Bettles,
Webmaster, who capably handles the technical and functional aspects of
our website, as well as our social media.
Since accepting the role of Web Editor in October
2016, I have focused my efforts in three areas:

News Blog
My primary goal has been to shape the BCHF News Blog
into an active and relevant resource, where members
can find a listing of fresh news items posted regularly.
Between October 1 and April 1, I posted 50 items to
the News Blog, for an average of about 8 stories a
month, or two per week. Most of these postings were
generated from within the BCHF Council. All postings
are automatically shared on Facebook and Twitter.
I would like to see the News Blog become more reflective of the great work each of our member organizations is doing. I invite you to submit at least one story
from within your organization this year. See the box
on the next page for details.
The News Blog comprises the “What’s New?”
section on our home page and the “News” link
in our site navigation menu.

Updating and Streamlining
Content
I am working my way through a comprehensive
review of the content on each web page, with an
eye to simplifying and streamlining wording and
organization so site users can quickly and easily
find the (accurate) information they need. This
project requires a section-by-section approach
and collaboration among different members of
the BCHF team. Earlier this year, we launched
revamped content for the “Magazine” section of
the site (http://www.bchistory.ca/british-columbiahistory/magazine/).

Online Learning/Sharing
I also explored the idea of an online webinar series
to educate and connect members on topics relevant
to their work. For various practical reasons (finances,
demographics, return-on-investment), we decided to
table this idea for future. Instead, we hope to build a
virtual library of audio/video resources that members
can access, share and learn from. If your society has
created audio or video resources that you would like
to share, please let me know.
I would like to extend a big thank you to my fellow
Council members for your support and ideas this
past year. And to our members: I hope to get to
know you better as we continue to shape the web
site into a collective resource that informs, educates
and celebrates.
I welcome feedback, suggestions and submissions at
any time at caroline@bchistory.ca.
Caroline Ross, Web Editor

Share your stories and events with the
BCHF online community!
We want the BCHF website to reflect and celebrate the good work our members
do. In 2017–2018, we encourage each member organization to submit at least
one story to our News Blog, and to add at least one event to our Community
Events Calendar.

Submit a story to our News Blog
Tell us about your latest project, exhibit or event; share an informed perspective on a topic relevant to
BC history; or celebrate the good work that your members are doing. Your story may also be shared
on social media and archived in the Member Stories section of our web site (http://www.bchistory.ca/
community/member-stories/).
Send your submission to caroline@bchistory.ca, and be sure to include:
• An original story of at least 100 words.
• Name of the author(s) and/or submitting organization.
• At least one photo, if possible, with a short caption and clear indication of the person or source to credit
for taking the photo.
• Links to further information about the story and/or submitting organization.
* Note that we cannot repost any story or photo without the express consent of the creating person/group.

Add an event to our Community Events Calendar
The BCHF has a great online Community
Events calendar, which we like to see packed
with items of interest to history buffs across
the province.
Did you know that you can quickly and easily
submit your society’s events to the calendar
by following the links at the bottom of the
Calendar page?
Find the calendar at http://www.bchistory.
ca/community/events-calendar/.
If you require assistance or would prefer us
to post your event directly, please contact
caroline@bchistory.ca.
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